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NEW QUESTION: 1
Banks duration match their assets and liabilities to manage
their interest risk in their banking book. A bank has
$100 million in interest rate sensitive assets and $100 million
in interest rate sensitive liabilities. Currently the
bank's assets have a duration of 5 and its liabilities have a
duration of 2. The asset-liability management
committee of the bank is in the process of duration-matching.
Which of the following actions would best
match the durations?
A. Increase the duration of liabilities by 2 and increase the
duration of assets by 1.
B. Decrease the duration of liabilities by 1 and decrease the
duration of assets by 1.
C. Decrease the duration of liabilities by 1 and increase the
duration of assets by 1.
D. Increase the duration of liabilities by 2 and decrease the
duration of assets by 1.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Explain how the above mentioned report may differ from a report
that you produce for the project manager, who is a test
specialist Select TWO items from the following options that can
be used to report to the project manager and would not be
included in a report to senior management.
A. Give product risk status
B. State recommendations for release
C. Show details on effort spent
D. List of all outstanding defects with their priority and
severity
E. Show trend analysis
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A storage administrator added a storage system using the
Hitachi Device Manager GUI interface. Where should the
administrator go to verify the status of the task?
A. the View Tasks drop down menu
B. the Data Collection tab
C. the Tasks &amp; Alerts tab
D. the Global Monitoring bar on the bottom line of the GUI
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
How many ISL ports are required between the cluster
interconnect switches when using Cisco switches?
A. 0
B. None; No ISLs are required
C. 1
D. 2
E. 3
Answer: A
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